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Southern to Graduate Largest Class

The largest class in the history of Southern Illinois University will be graduated next Friday evening.

It is estimated that approximately 1,600 SIU and VTI graduates on the Carbondale campus separate exercises are scheduled for Thursday on the Edwardsville campus. The ceremony will include the doctrate, the master's, bachelor's, and the two-year associate degree from the Division of Technical and Adult Education.

The ceremonies are scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium. Home events should arrange to leave a statement with the Textbook Office before leaving campus for the summer.

A portion of "Greek Row" will also be used this summer. Two buildings have been reserved to house married students, and two others for their apartments in a program awaiting approval for training before going to college in Senegal and in South Africa.

SYMBOL OF OFFICE - Pat Gerrish, a student worker in the President's Office receives the jewelled medallion President Delyte W. Morris wears at the commencement. It was donated by Theta Xi fraternity. In addition President Morris wears a colorful old gold hood with his cap and gown.

Long Tradition Lives On

Cups, Gowns Are Cumbumbers, But Add Color to Ceremony

Miss Mead Studying Space Age

Margaret Mead, internationally known anthropologist, who will speak at the June 12 commencement, began her career studying the primitive people of the South Seas.

Today she is completing a major project on the response of the American people to the Space Age. In her present study she is dealing with the changing conceptions of time, space and the strange and unknown, with special reference to the sense of self, time, thought and hearing.

Miss Mead is presently the curator of ethnology at the American Museum of Natural History in New York, and adjunct professor of anthropology at Columbia University.

As an author Miss Mead is probably best known for her early books, "Coming of Age in Samoa" and "From the South Seas," on the customs in the South Seas. In addition, she is the author of "Male and Female" and box and temperament in the primitive societies, as well as the author and editor of books and numerous articles.

Miss Mead's special interest is in the education, culture and the relationships between character structure and social forms, has taken her to all parts of the world. She has also given lectures, delivered addresses and made a large number of radio and television appearances.

Bronkhorst, will precede the commencement ceremony.

The procession will follow. The invocation will be given by the clergywoman. Buchanan of the University Baptist Church in Carbondale. The candidates for advanced degrees will be presented by William J. McCorkery, dean of academic affairs; John E. C. Morris, vice-president for operations; and Charles D. Tenney, vice president for instruction.

Air Force reserve officers will be recognized prior to the conferring of advanced degrees by President Morris and John Page Whitman, chairman of the Board of Trustees. The candidates for advanced degrees will be presented by Grinnell and Tenney.

The presentation of faculty service awards, the distinction service award, and Alma Mater, and benediction by the Rev. Mr. Buchanan will be in Elm Lawn Cemetery.

The recessional of graduates and faculty will bring the ceremony to a close.

Tennis Threesome To Represent SIU

Three members of Coach Carl Sexton's tennis squad will represent SIU at the NCAA tournament June 10 to 13.

Bob Sprengelmeyer will be unseeded, their perfect singles records on the line in men's tournament. Pacho Castillo was 10-3 during the regular season.

Bob Sprengelmeyer was 16-0 during the season, tied with Al Fena for the best record on the team. Pacho Castillo was 10-3 during the regular season.
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COLD STORAGE PROTECTION

Don't lug your winter clothes home this summer. Store your entire winter wardrobe in our certified refrigerated vault...for only $4.95 plus our regular cleaning charge.

STORE NOW...PAY NEXT FALL

HORSTMAN'S CLEANERS and FURRIERS

Access from the A&P store.

Phone 457-4000
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VICTORS

LAST TIMES TODAY

VARISITY

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY

JAMES BOND

his new incredible women!
his new incredible enemies!
his new incredible adventures!

IS . . . BACK!

IAN FLEMING'S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

VARSITY LATE SHOW

ONE TIME ONLY TONITE AT 11:00 P.M.

Box Office Opens 10:15. All Seats 90c

'Assailing and fasciating... it sparkles with repetitions of scenes that could almost be from a movie.'

—Budby Cowhurt, N. Y. Times

“A焼き GOOGS

“IONE OF THE YEAR’S BEST!”

AUGUST 58

1962

“MAGNIFICENT

SEVEN”

STARRING "IRENE"

Campus Florist

607 5th Ave. 457-6660

June 6, 1964
Three Noted Alumni Chosen for Honors

Three former graduates will return to campus June 13, to receive honors for their outstanding work in their profession or for service to the University and the Alumni Association.

Alfred W. Richardson, professor of zoology and physiology at St. Louis University School of Medicine, will be honored for work in his field. He is noted for his research and medical education, he proposed exploration of outer space.

Goffrey Hughes, executive director of Southern Illinois Inc., will be honored for services to SIU and the association. Hughes, a member of the Board of Directors of the SIU Foundation publicizes and promotes the Southern Illinois area.

Another member of the foundation board, Claude V. Vic, will also be cited for his services to the University and the association. He was director of professional and public relations with the Illinois Education Association for 17 years and also served as chairman of the Department of Education at McKendree College.

They will receive their awards at the Alumni Banquet at the University Center Ballroom on Alumni Day.

The annual Great Teacher Award, presented by the Alumni Association, also will be made at the banquet.

Last year the award went to Georgia Wizn, professor of English. Alumni activities will begin at 5:30 p.m. June 13 with the dedication of the Wam Building.

15 to Receive SIU Awards

Fifteen awards for service to SIU will be presented next Friday evening during commencement exercises.

One will be a special Service to Southern Award to John W. Allen, retired educator who has been credited with doing more than any other individual to popularize the history and folklore of Southern Illinois.

The native of Hamilton County who joined the SIU Museum staff in 1942 after serving as an elementary school superintendent. He is now on emeritus status at SIU, but continues to write a newspaper column.

Last year, he completed a book, "Legends and Lore of Southern Illinois."

"The 14 other awards will be to members of the faculty for their long years of service to SIU," said Edward V. Bork, chairman of the Department of Economics.

Other service awards:

Dover, Dill Hall, Department of Mathematics, Thirty Five Years: Florence Denny, Department of Health Education; Edith S. Krappe, Department of English; Madeleine M. Smith, Department of Foreign Languages; Florence B. Young, Department of Physics.

The color of the velvet edging of the hood shows the degree being received. The color of the hood's lining indicates the university conferring the degree.

All SIU faculty members above the rank of instructor are required to attend commencement exercises. Faculty members' costumes are more colorful and diversified because most are graduates of other universities, many of them foreign.

One of the most interesting graduation costumes at the SIU commencement is worn by Prof. Alfred M. Williams, director of the Latin American Institute. Prof. Bork is a graduate of the University of Mexico. His gown has a cape in place of a hood. He wears a fez instead of a motorboard.

The edging of President Delyte W. Morris' hood is black. The color of the lining identifies the University of Iowa. He also wears a bronze medalion signifying his position as president.

"Caps and gowns are outmoded," Graham admits, but he does not think the graduation ceremony would be the same if the costume were not worn. "The costume has a long heritage and tradition," he said.

Caps, Gowns Cumbersome, But Add Color to Ceremony

(Continued from Page 1)

with an arc cut away at the bottom. The doctor's gown may be worn open or closed. It has large bell-shaped sleeves with three velvet bars.

The color of the velvet edging of the hood shows the degree being received. The color of the hood's lining indicates the university conferring the degree.

The orchestra also will play "The Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart, and the finale from Dvorak's Symphony No. 4 in G Major.

The orchestra also will play the processionals, Franz Liszt's "March of Homage" at the start of the ceremony, the Alma Mater following the conferring of degrees and other honors, and the recessional, Handel's march from "Scipio."

Read The Campus News This Summer
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Music to See '64 Class Off

The Southern Illinois Symphony under the direction of Warren van Bronchorst, will present a concert preceding Commencement exercises Friday in McAndrew Stadium.

The orchestra will play the overture to "The Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart, and the finale from Dvorak's Symphony No. 4 in G Major.

The orchestra also will play the processionals, Franz Liszt's "March of Homage" at the start of the ceremony, the Alma Mater following the conferring of degrees and other honors, and the recessional, Handel's march from "Scipio."
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Guest Editorial

Vote for Progress

Last in a Series

The city manager is efficient.
The city manager can save citizens' money.
The city manager plans for the city.
The city manager will work for the improvement of Carbondale.
The city manager plans for the future.

After carefully adding up these facts, Carbondale residents should not feel too badly about the polls to get such a plan started. Right now, the proposal has yet to be brought to a vote.

It can be done fairly easily, though, if citizens are interested in efficient, sound government, effective use of city facilities and programs, and action now to bring this proposal to a vote.

Letters to the Editor

GDP Wrist Slapped For Passing Buck

As a member of the Mock Political Convention member of the Democratic party, I would like to elaborate on the words of Mr. Kellems' letter (Democrats in GOP Disguise Brew Convention, "Opinion", May 28).

Mr. Kellems states that the city manager plan must be passed because the 400-plus Goldwater delegates swung their support to Lender (unrealistically, true), to prevent complete domination of the convention by Democrats. I would like to say that many of the Goldwater backers were Democrats.

However, we felt that to make a correct campaign, we should vote as our representative state delegation, and the reasons for the final change in votes were: (1) to stop Rockefeller and (2) after the stage is set to run an independent.

When a city manager system is set up at SIU, the city will at long last be able to graduate from the house and buggy era to the age of progress.

The measure before the voters, how can residents make such a proposal on a ballot? First, a petition must be approved by at least one-tenth of the total votes cast in the last mayoralty election. After the judge approves the petition, it must be scheduled for a vote within 60 days or at the next general election.

The council will feel that there are several sound problems with the proposals of a popular city manager plan.

Many delegates did not vote to prevent complete domination of the convention. May 28).

Carbondale, the city with at long last be able to graduate from the house and buggy era to the age of progress.

Gus Bode...

Gus says he feels left out because he hasn't been hung in effigy yet.

Gus Bode...

However, passing the blame to the Democrats in the wild bit of propaganda used by Rep. Gerald Ford for a communist.

The list of "supposedly" people who would not vote for Sen. Goldwater during their campaign, that they were "liberals" would fill this column. The list of Goldwater backers of states by switching their votes on one ballot and sometimes twice would fill a book.

Personally, I wouldn't vote for any of the men nominated, but for two days I was the one who changed to a companion.

The council has ever since they have must admit it was the most fun I've ever had.

If the Young Republicans are so sure the Democrats are going to lose, why don't they say that they have their own convention — financed, planned and run without the help of Off-Campus Housing, with the help of the Carbondale Voluntary Plant and the Democrats.

Deborah Tighe

Philosophy for Forced ROTC: Take It, Make the Best of It

L. E. J. J.'s "ROTC Uber Alles" is more of a rant than a letter to me to have been thrown together by someone who is upset because he could escape taking one of the University's reasons.

"The 'R' stands for required," in fact if he is truthfull, he will admit that "College Education stands for required" in today's competitive society, I do not see any reason to fight for it, so I am for it, but not to be against it, for it is an important way.

The purpose here is to present one student who doesn't count to the people who believe that he can say what he wants, that he can do what he wants, but feel that compulsory education is spreading the idea of linking physical ats with mental ability. It is a shoddy step from a voluntary to a mandatory.

Philosophy for Forced ROTC: Take It, Make the Best of It

Normal Service Hitch Extended By Added Obligation at School

Rumor has it that it is as futile to expect an end to compulsory ROTC as it is to look for the Old Main campus to denote spontaneously at high noon of Friday, but I believe that the following reasons for discontinuing such a program at our school is objectionable because in effect it attaches a special military obligation to the privilege of getting a public education at the college level. In some states and localities education is now required and as a right. Doubtfully it will be generally recognized as such in the future. In the meantime, it begins to make inordinate demands upon us to exercise a privilege, the intended spirit of the privilege is violated.

Secondly, compulsory ROTC results in discrimination by singling out a particular class or college and college freshmen and sophomores to a period of military training beyond their normal military training. This is a violation of the Selective Service Act. Such a policy actually punishes merit: Those high school graduates with the ability and ambition to continue their formal education are precisely the ones who have an additional military obligation placed upon them.

Finally, no one can deny that the SIU ROTC program for freshmen is a form of compulsory military training. The fact that the program involves theoretical study of warfare rather than teaching the actual techniques of warfare will make it no better liked by any less the compulsory or military oriented. Compulsory ROTC is a form of service that should be left to the armed forces, not the schools.

Robert C. Cluster

Voluntary ROTC Points Way To End of 'Long Khaki Line'

The office of president of the student body would seem to be a very healthy one for the work by mature students— for the office carries a great responsibility.

Two such leaders, Pat Mixen, president-elect of the student body, and Dick Moore, president of the student body, have declared that our "long khaki line" of SUI Air Force students will end.

They are acting in response to the whim of the male students and to the sophisticated change in this change. Messers. Mixen and Moore are allowing themselves to be swayed by the public opinion in this matter. They are accepting this responsibility they are willing to give up, the hardest thing is to choose the program involves theoretical study of warfare rather than teaching the actual techniques of warfare that has been taught in these; an organization based on leadership is a very good thing indeed.

ROTC is what the individual makes it. If he carries a voluntary flag on Tuesday morning, or anytime for that matter, but you can bet someone is going to want a swing at that chip. It isn't much to ask to accept the fact that one has to take it and make the best of it, but if he doesn't, he will find that he cannot be against it, or even want to, for it is an in integral part of life.

James P. Jones

Is Compulsory ROTC Really Worth Time, Money Involved?

Individuals such as Mr. Springer ("Old Fashioned Patriots, Has It Died at South­ carolina," May 15) are planning to enter the advanced corps plan to form a advocate campaign ROTC requires their time or one more of their duties.

"What better way to ensure our freedom than Universal military training?" We are told by Mr. Springer that the money spent and no conscience about the whether or not the military is too big.

But what better way to ensure our freedom than Universal military training? Certain individuals have told us that the money spent is too big.

L.C. Conrad

Head Shape Theory Called Wrong on Every Point

In his review of "Africa and Africans," (May 6) F. L. states that "the science of phrenology" is "inconsistent with mental ability," "Phrenology, of course, is a topic extremely ex­ cept to a few scientists.

For all I know, phrenology is more to African cultists, but it surely is more to a popular phrenology, psychological. No reputable anthropologist should find it believable that phrenology is a science able to have a myth to challenge.

Bohanan's background is much more realistic. I believe that he believes that "phrenology" exists as a profession, and Voluntary fects must be countered.

When the proposal goes to the polls, vote yes.

Vote for the city manager plan.

Pat Morris

Reviewer Masha quotes this passage from Africa and Af­ ricans, p. 73, paragraph 2:

"The science of phrenology is more of an escape from the spreading idea of linking physical traits with mental ability. It is a shoddy step from a voluntary to a mandatory point. Unfortunately it too left a residue of prejudice in freeing itself: the idea that head shape or meaning did not disappear until well into the twentieth century."
Com­Hurst, Ill.

WASHINGTON—More than twice the number of senators necessary to force a vote on the question have signed a petition to close the Senate’s marathon civil rights debate, which has lasted for 72 days.

The petition will be filed today, and, under the rules, will come up for a vote Tuesday.

Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana appealed Friday to senators to sign the debate-limitation petition in order that “we may make as good a showing as possible.”

The petition carries the signatures of 37 senators, compared to the 16 required by the rules to get the petition before the Senate.

The 37 are far short of the two-thirds majority required to force a cloture vote on the Senate’s debate — limiting cloture rule in effect, but many senators who have not signed the petition have said they will vote for cloture.

3 Nations on Study Cambodia Dispute

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.—Security Council President Aramco AsSalam Uthur is expected to name Brazil, the Ivory Coast and Mozambique to make an on-the-spot investigation of the border troubles between Cambodia and South Vietnam.

Uther, the Ivory Coast’s delegate, has held formal consultations with other council members on the makeup of the study group. But diplomatic sources said the three countries had been agreed on.

The council called for the study Thursday. The resolution was adopted unanimously.

Wallace May Campaign

in Eight Southern States

BALTIMORE, Md.—A television station has quoted an aide to Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace on saying the governor will campaign for the presidency in at least eight Southern states.
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WANTED

One two-hour student, returning to campus, to deliver 1963 Volkswagen bus new Boston area to possible. Phone Marion, 3-909-0 after 6 p.m.

Need 1 or 2 girls to share choice apartment, 5 min. from campus. Air conditioned. 304-2136. 305-16Op.

Female attendant to assist editors of Daily Living fall semester. Show Y’er much. Discuss terms. Phone: 7-2357. 158-16Op.

FOR SALE

1954 Ford, radius huber, 22 miles per gallon, New tires and radio, $550.00. Parked at W. Main, Age 5, 160p.

1/2 ton Hot Point air conditioner, motor and parts in good working condition. Phone 9-2867. 158-16Op.


